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intelligence for the optimal deployment of DR programs
to customers. Some recent research on DR has focused on
deriving intelligence from customer smart meter data for en-
hancing DR program implementation in smart grids [3] [4] [5].
Considering the two main load classes which are industrial and
residential loads, price based DR has seen more application
for residential customers while incentive-based DR is much
popular with industrial customers. One of the main reasons for
this is the relative ease of estimating an industrial customers
demand baseline compared to the highly random nature of
residential customers demand characteristics. The availability
of smart meters at residential customers’ location means the
data can be explored to estimate a more representative baseline
estimate of their demand during DR events, thereby enhancing
their suitability for incentive-based DR. The main importance
of baseline estimation is that customers demand reduction
during DR events can be accurately estimated especially for
accurate incentive payment and accurate knowledge of the
aggregate DR potential of users i.e., showing the indication
of how much DR resource is for a particular event.

Baseline estimation methods proposed in literature can be
classified under averaging, regression, statistical and machine
learning approaches. Examples of averaging approaches in-
clude direct average of X previous days; average of the highest
X of Y days (HighXofY); average of the middle X of Y days
(MidXofY); and average of the lowest X of Y days [6]. These
methods are widely used in the industry with Mid4of6 and
High4of5 used in PJM interconnection [7]. A support vector
regression (SVR) method was proposed in [8] for baseline
estimation. A clustering approach was implemented in [9]
with self organizing map and k-means methodology proposed
for estimating customer baseline. In [10], a density based
clustering method together with k-means partitional cluster-
ing method was proposed to find representative baseline for
customers. A statistical approach was proposed in [11] using
a customer control group selection algorithm for estimating
customer demand baseline. In [12], a probabilistic baseline

Abstract—The transition to an intelligent, reliable and efficient 
smart grid with a high penetration of renewable energy drives 
the need to maximise the utilization of customers demand 
response potential. The availability of smart meter data means 
this potential can be more accurately estimated and suitable 
demand response (DR) programs can be targeted to customers 
for load shifting, clipping and reduction. In this paper, we focus 
on estimating customer demand baseline for incentive-based DR. 
We propose a long short-term memory recurrent neural network 
framework for customer baseline estimation using previous like 
days data during DR events period. We test the proposed method-
ology on the publicly available Irish smart meter data and results 
shows a significant increase in baseline estimation accuracy when 
compared to traditional baseline estimation methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The need to reduce the carbon footprint all through the 
electricity supply chain and the ever increasing integration of
renewable energy sources makes demand response (DR) key to 
ensuring a stable, reliable and high quality power supply. The 
non-dispatchable characteristics of renewable energy makes
DR important as flexibility i n c ustomers d emand c an be 
exploited to follow available renewable energy resources. DR 
refers to a customer side effort to reduce demand in order
to follow available supply which could be limited as a result 
of energy resources or transmission and distribution capacity 
constraints. There are two main categories of DR programs
which are price-based DR and incentive-based DR [1] [2]. 
Price-based DR involves using time-varying electricity prices 
to change customers demand characteristics while incentive-
based DR involves the utility offering customers incentives to 
reduce demand during a DR event. Depending on a customers 
demand characteristics, various DR programs can achieve
different amount of demand reduction during DR events.

With the rising popularity of smart meters, smart meter 
data showing customers consumption can be utilized to derive



estimation method was proposed for estimating customers
consumption baseline using Gaussian process.

In this paper, we propose a machine learning approach using
the long short-term memory recurrent neural network (LSTM
RNN) methodology for customer baseline estimation during
DR event period. We use demand data of previous like days
within the DR event time span to estimate users baseline for
the DR event period. The motivation for our proposed method-
ology is the improvement in forecasting results obtained
using the LSTM RNN methodology for demand forecasting
[13] [14] as well as battery state of charge estimation [15]
compared to traditional methods.

The contribution of this paper are as follows:

• We propose and implement the LSTM RNN methodology
for event based customer baseline estimation.

• We justify the use of mean percentage error (MPE) as a
means to measure baseline estimation accuracy compared
to mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) and root mean
square error (RMSE).

• We compare our proposed customer baseline estimation
results with the Low4of5, Mid4of6 and High4of5 meth-
ods.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section
II, we present the LSTM RNN methodology for customer
baseline estimation. In Section III, we present the application
of our proposed model to real customer smart meter data and
compare the results of our baseline estimation methodology
with traditional methods. Finally, we present the conclusion
of the paper in Section IV.

II. METHODOLOGY

An event based customer baseline estimation method is
proposed for incentive-based DR. We propose the LSTM
RNN technique for estimating the baseline demand during
event period. Fig. 1 shows the framework of our proposed
methodology. We characterize users demand for the event
period of y previous non DR like-days1 by normalising it
using the MinMaxScaler presented in 1 below where d∗t is
the normalised data, dt is the demand at time t, dmin and
dmax is the minimum and maximum demand for the event
period, respectively, and min and max represents the range
of the feature. The derived feature is then fed into the LSTM
network as input matrix X . We propose an input feature range
min and max as -1 and 1, respectively, as it enhances an
effective measure for backpropagation as proposed in [16].

The theory of RNN and LSTM is presented in subsections
A and B respectively and the proposed DR event estimation
model is presented in subsection C.

d∗t =
dt − dmin

dmax − dmin
∗ (max−min) +min (1)

1like-days mean previous week days or weekend days

Fig. 1. Framework for customer DR baseline estimation.

A. Recurrent Neural Network

Among the main classes of artificial neural networks, RNNs
has proven to be best suited for sequence learning such as time
series forecasting problems [17]. Compared to feedforward
neural networks (FNN), where signals travel in one direction
from the input to the output via the hidden layer, RNNs allow
signals to go back and forth hence allowing information in
past data to be exploited for future data estimation.

Given a time series input x = {x1, x2, · · · , xt}, the hidden
state and output sequence is derived using 2 and 3 respectively,

ht = f(Whxxt +Whhht−1 + bh), (2)

yt = g(Wyhht + by), (3)

where Whx, Whh and Wyx are the input-hidden, hidden-
hidden and hidden-output weight matrix, respectively. bh and
by represent the bias of the hidden and output layer, respec-
tively. The activation layer of the input and output layer is
represented as f(·) and g(·).

B. Long Short-Term Memory

One of the main challenges with RNN is the exploding and
vanishing gradient problem [18]. This challenge occurs as a
result of the loss function decaying exponentially with time.
To address this challenge, LSTMs include a memory cell and
gates at the hidden layers. Fig. 2 shows the architecture of an
LSTM RNN.

Fig. 2. LSTM RNN architecture.



The LSTM block consists of an input gate (i), output
gate (o), forget gate (f ) and attached memory cells (s) [13].
The input xt and previous output ht−1 to the LSTM block
determine the decisions of the input, output and forget gates
whether to switch on or off [14]. The input gate controls what
to keep in the internal state st, while the output gate decides
the part of the internal state st to pass to the output ht. The
forget gate however decides what part of the previous state
st−1 needs to be forgotten. The equations (4), (5), (6), (7),
(8), (9) and (10) below presents the operation of the gates as
well as the states and output formulation.

ft = σ(Wfxxt +Wfhht−1 +WfsSt−1 + bf ), (4)

it = σ(Wixxt +Wihht−1 +WisSt−1 + bi), (5)

ut = g(Wsxxt +Wshht−1 + bs), (6)

st = utit + st−1ft, (7)

ot = σ(Woxt
+Woht−1

+Wosst−1 + bo), (8)

ht = ot`(st), (9)

yt = k(Wyhht + by), (10)

where Wfx, Wix, Wfx, Wsx, Wox; Wfh, Wih, Wsh, Woh;
Wyh; Wfs, Wic, Wos; bf , bi, bs, bo, by are the input weight
matrices; recurrent weight matrices; hidden output weight
matrix; weight matrices of peephole connections and bias
vectors, respectively.

C. DR Event Estimation Model

Firstly, we prepare the input data, normalise and feed the
processed data into the LSTM model for baseline estimation
during event period. Let C represent a set of k customers
C = {c1, c2, c3, · · · , ck} with each enrolled for incentive-
based DR. The aim is to estimate the demand baseline for
a customer cn during a DR event period between ts and te.
Let Da,b = {d0,1, d0,2, · · · , d0,48, · · · , dy,1, dy,2, · · · , dy,48}
represent the demand series for customer cn where a denotes
the days from event day 0 to previous like-day y, that
is, a = {0, 1, 2, · · · , y} and b = {0, 1, 2, · · · , 48} daily
half-hourly demand data. Given a DR day with reduction
event between ts and te where ts represents the event start
time and te represents the event end time for a day’s demand.
The objective is to estimate the customer baseline demand
between times ts and te where ts, te = {1, 2, 3, · · · , 48} and
te > ts. The input data to the model is given as X = D∗

a,b =
{dy,ts , dy,ts+1 , · · · , dy,te , dy−1,ts , dy−1,ts+1 , · · · , dy−1,te , · · · ,
d2,ts , d2,ts+1

, · · · , d2,te , · · · , d1,ts , d1,ts+1
, · · · , d1,te}.

We set the output, i.e., the estimated baseline as
Q(t) = {qts , qts+1 , qts+2 , · · · , qte}.

D. Performance Metrics

In order to measure the performance of our proposed
methodology for customer baseline estimation, we propose
using the mean percentage error (MPE), mean average per-
centage error (MAPE) and root mean square error (RMSE)
to measure the closeness of the estimate to the true customer
demand for an event period. The MPE is defined as the average

of the percentage error between the baseline estimate and the
true customer demand during the event period as shown in
11, where dt and qt is the true baseline and estimate baseline,
respectively.

MPE =
100

y

te∑
t=ts

dt − qt
dt

. (11)

MAPE however measures performance based on the abso-
lute value of the error difference between the estimated and
true baseline. MAPE is presented in 12.

MAPE =
100

y

te∑
t=ts

|dt − qt
dt

|. (12)

RMSE is the mean of the sum of the square error where
the error is the difference between the estimate and the true
baseline. RMSE is presented in 13 below.

RMSE =

√√√√√√
te∑

t=ts

(dt − qt)2

y
. (13)

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

For our analysis, we use customer demand data from the
publicly available Irish Commission for Energy Regulation
(CER) smart meter dataset [19]. Fig. 3 shows the demand
profile of one of the customers which we use as a case study.

Fig. 3. Customer demand profile.

Given a DR event period between time period 34 and 40,
we estimate the demand baseline for this period. We imple-
ment the proposed baseline estimation methodology using 10
previous like-days i.e., y = 10. Firstly, we run experiments on
our model by varying the LSTM hyper-parameters which are
the number of neurons and epochs. Table I presents the MPE,
MAPE and RMSE of the LSTM model with varying number
of epochs and neuron numbers fixed at 500.



TABLE I
DR ESTIMATION MODEL ERROR SUMMARY WITH VARYING EPOCHS

Epoch numbers MPE(%) MAPE(%) RMSE
300 28.95 45.44 2.08
600 22.07 33.59 1.54
900 13.93 41.44 1.95
1200 7.36 34.80 1.78
1500 5.32 28.83 1.44

TABLE II
DR ESTIMATION MODEL ERROR SUMMARY WITH VARYING NEURON

NUMBERS

Neuron numbers MPE(%) MAPE(%) RMSE
100 28.22 41.10 1.93
200 21.06 46.17 2.09
300 27.54 40.10 1.92
400 7.97 26.11 1.26
500 5.32 28.83 1.44

Increasing number of epochs translated to decreasing MPE
value indicating the closeness of the aggregate demand of the
LSTM estimate to the true baseline. However, MAPE and
RMSE did not follow the trend when epoch number was
increased from 600 to 900. MAPE and RMSE use absolute
values in its error calculation and this does not take into
consideration the bias between both the estimated demand
and true demand per unit time. In baseline estimation, the
important indication for accuracy is the closeness of the
aggregate demand during event period to the aggregate true
demand given a non DR event. This situation makes MPE the
ideal factor to measure the performance of a customer baseline
estimation for incentive-based DR. We also vary the neuron
numbers with epoch number fixed at 1500. Table II presents
the MPE, MAPE and RMSE of the LSTM model with varying
number of neurons.

The error results presented shows a decreasing MPE for
increasing number of neurons. This trend shows a closer
cumulative demand of the baseline estimate to the true baseline
as the number of neuron increases. Also, the consequence
of using more neurons is an increase in both computational
time and resources. The MAPE and RMSE also in this case,
does not follow a decreasing trend with increasing number of
neurons as bias is not considered in the error calculation. Fig.
4 shows the baseline estimation result of the LSTM model
using different neuron numbers during event time compared
to the true baseline.

Based on the results of the varying hyper-parameter for the
proposed LSTM model, we select neuron number as 500 and
epoch number as 1500 and compare the estimation results with
traditional baseline methodology i.e., Low4of5, Mid4of6 and
High4of5. Fig. 5 presents the result of the LSTM estimation
with the baseline estimate in red and input data to model in
blue.

The proposed LSTM baseline estimation model result com-
pared to traditional methods and the true baseline is presented
in Fig. 6.

Fig. 4. Baseline estimation with varying neuron numbers.

Fig. 5. Baseline estimation showing input data and output of the LSTM
model.

Fig. 6. Baseline estimation using LSTM compared to traditional methods.

Table III presents the MPE, MAPE and RMSE of the
LSTM methodology compared to the Low4of5, Mid4of6 and



TABLE III
DR ESTIMATION MODEL ERROR SUMMARY

Estimation model MPE(%) MAPE(%) RMSE
LSTM Model 5.32 28.83 1.44

Low4of5 23.91 23.91 1.14
Mid4of6 19.63 19.63 1.17
High4of5 22.84 22.84 1.26

High4of5 baseline estimation methods. Both the MAPE and
RMSE shows a higher error value for the LSTM method
compared to the Low4of5, Mid4of6 and High4of5.

These error values is however different from the MPE which
shows the LSTM method having a significantly much lower
value i.e., 5.32% compared to 23.91%, 19.63% and 22.84%
for Low4of5, Mid4of6 and High4of5, respectively. The MPE
gives an indication of how close the estimate of the cumulative
demand during DR event is to the true baseline as can be
shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Comparison of aggregate demand estimates using LSTM to traditional
methods.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel customer baseline estimation method-
ology was proposed. We proposed a long short-term memory
recurrent neural network method for estimating customer
demand during DR event. To minimise the computational ex-
pense, we focus our estimation on the event period compared
to the whole daily period as used in various methods proposed
in literature. Our method proved to be more accurate as the
cumulative demand of our estimation was much closer to the
true baseline compared to traditional methods.
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